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Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

Relating to others feelings: How can we help our 

friends?  How can we show kindness? 

Builds up role play activities within a group: 

Supermarket, space station, dinosaur world 

Listening to others and sharing ideas: Circle time, 

talk partners, whole class discussion 

Looking at familiar stories: Retelling familiar stories 

with props and puppets, sequencing stories, talking 

about the main characters and events. 

 

 

Communication and Language 

Identifying rhyming words in 

various fictional texts. 

Drama- acting out Supertato’s 

daring missions. 

Talking about our favourite 

superheroes and what qualities they 

would have.  

Listening to our peers and forming 

relevant questions. 

Physical Development 

Fine motor- making super vegetables, 

printing with vegetables, cutting pictures 

and collage materials 

Superhero training; over, under and through 

(using gymnastics equipment). 

Ball skills (pair and team work); navigating 

around objects, catching and throwing, 

relay races. 

Outdoor equipment: adjusting speed 

changing direction, around obstacles.  

Literacy 
Becoming familiar with stories (focus 

on superhero books).  Retelling parts 

of the story and using key phrases in 

play. 

Mark making through play eg shopping 
lists, receipts, labelling… 
Learning our phase 2 phonic sounds 

and forming letters. 

Hearing sounds in words and blending. 

Writing our own names and beginning 

to write letter sounds in words  

Mathematics 

Number recognition and 

formation: numicon, matching 

numerals to objects, writing on 

wipe boards, numbers in sand. 

Encouraging one to one 

correspondence when counting  

Pattern making using colours 

and shapes. 

Time: introducing discussion of 

school day (before, after, 

later).  

Understanding of the 

World 

Learning how to use 

technology safety: iPads, 

computers, laptops… 

Navigating simple 

programs like 2simple and 

cbeebies 

Programming beebots to 

do a small sequence of 

movements. 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Creating representations of 

superheroes using various painting 

techniques.  

Mixing prime colours to make 

purple, orange and green. 

Designing and making  

their own supertato.  

Constructing superhero hide outs 

and vehicles using: junk modelling, 

magnetic shapes, mobilio, lego… 

Exploring musical instruments and 

learning new action songs. 


